
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TD Decision Argentina Coach – Carlos RETEGUI 

 

The Report 

In the match ARGENTINA v NETHERLANDS on 30 June, the match Technical Officer, Sylvie PETITJEAN, 

heard Carlos RETEGUI, use abusive language during the first half of the match.  Sylvie immediately 

informed the ARGENTINA Team Manager, Lucia CARIDE, to warn Carlos RETEGUI. 

Before the start of the 2
nd

 half, the ARGENTINA Team Manager was reminded that abusive language was 

unacceptable at the bench and asked Lucia CARIDE to make sure that the Carlos RETEGUI did not repeat 

the use of abusive language. 

During the 2
nd

 half, Carlos RETEGUI continued using abusive language. 

 

The Hearing 

In my view, the use of abusive language could amount to a breach of the Code of Conduct. 

Accordingly, I advised the Team Manager, Lucia CARIDE, of my view and the reasons for it.  I convened a 

formal hearing and required her and Carlos RETEGUI’s attendance.  The hearing was held at 3.00pm on 

01 July .  Carlos RETEGUI admitted to the breach of the Code of Conduct.  He added that at no time was 

any abusive language intended or directed towards the match officials, umpires or the teams. 

 

The Decision 

I found that the breach of the Code of Conduct has occurred as admitted. 

In my opinion this is a Level 1 offence.  The penalty for such an offence shall be an official reprimand 

and/or a suspension of the individual for a minimum of one match. In addressing the appropriate 

penalty, I have taken into account that Carlos RETEGUI has assured that no further breaches will occur. 

 

I decided to award an official reprimand to ARGENTINA Coach Carlos RETEGUI.  If there are any 

further disciplinary issues in the tournament, a suspension is more likely to be incurred. 

 

The decision was accepted by Carlos RETEGUI and his Team Manager, Lucia CARIDE. 

 

Stephanie MARTENS-HODGES 

Tournament Director 

01 July 2011 


